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CHAPTER I 
1 . Purpose of the Study 
Th.is study is a survey of the flow t>-f work through fig-
uring machines used in business houses in Oklahoma City with 
a r ecommended course of study .for use 1n the public high 
schools of Oklahoma City. 
It is the purpose of this study to: 
a . discover the extent to which figuring machines are used 1n 
the Oklahoma City business community; 
b • .find what ma.chine applications are made to figure work and 
figure records of businesses in Oklahoma City; 
e . construct a eourse of study suitabl~ for use in the public 
high schools of Oklahoma City~ the content of which shall 
be based on the machine applications actually made to bus-
ines s records in Oklahoma City as revealed by this study. 
Figuring machines are considered to be any of the fol-
lowing: 
1. adding-11st1ng machines 
2. posting machines 
3 . bookkeeping or billing machines with accumulating 
registers or with ot her calculating devices 
4 . ke7-drive cal.culators 
5 •. crank-d:ri ve calculators 
Cash registers are not considered because the training needed 
by operators of most cash registers is negligible and ean be 
given on the job 1n a short time. Moreover, there are a num-
ber ot appli-cations of cash registers to f'igure records, and 
to attempt to teach these would require training 1n a succes-
sion of plans that represent wasted time for the most part . 
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2. The Problem 
Machine training programs are a comparatively recent ad-
dition to the secondary school commercial curriculum. In a 
report .first made public 1n 1925., Frederick G. Nichols said, 
The need for cle.rical workers who are skilled in 
the use o.f various calculating devi.ces is universal. 
. .. . .. . . ·• 
Further attempts should be made to determine the 
need for highly ·skilled calculating machine operators, 
the amo\Ult and kind of training r ,equlred i'or this work., 
and the place 0£ ~ueh courses in the public and private 
secondary-school program. In the meantime, aufficient 
equipment should be installed in secondary schools to 
insure a reasonable degree of skill of this sort for all 
pupils who a.re preparing for o.ffiee work.l 
'l'his statement indi·cates that ma.chine training programs were 
not extensively o.ffered prior to 1923, the first year of the 
survey made in cooperation with the National Assoeiation of 
Office Managers . 
The challenge to investigate the needs .for a training 
program is clearly stated 1n the above quotation. The most 
logical place to look .for materials .from which to construct 
a suitable training program is in the business offices where 
trainees are likely to find employment. 
The method o.f gathering the in.formation is of paramount 
importance, for the accuracy of conclusions and the ef.f,ecti ve-
ness of the training program devised depend upon the degree 
of success attained in gathering the desired data. 
1 Nichols.,. ~ederick G. A New Conceltion ;2!. Of.flee Practice, 
Harvard University Press ,19~7, p ·8 
It was thought that merely knowing the number of' machines 
of each kind would not be enough because some machi.nes are so 
flexible as to have several possible applications to figure 
work. Business customs of the conmrun1ty, the agressiveness of 
machi.ne distributors, and the kinds of businesses in the com-
munity all influence the use made of maehines • 
. So far as can be determined,. there ha.8 never been a study 
in Oklahoraa City to determine what .should be included in a 
training program for machine operators. In addition, the lack 
of a placement and follo,r-up service makes it virtually im-
possible to help more than a small fraction of those who en-
rol.l 1n the training course to find emplo-yment. For the same 
reason the school has no way of knowing what duties, 1 ts t .rain-
ees are performing on the job., or how efficiently they are pe~-
f'orming those duties, 
Information as to how those now employed a.s machine 9per-
ators were selected and how personnel managers select t he em-
ployees f'or positions requiring machine operation will be o:f 
assistance in planning a really workable training pr·ogram. 
Therefore it was decided to include questions about how oper-
ators ,rere chosen in the study or work :flowing through the 
machine equipment. 
3. Method 
It was decided to make all contacts through personal calls. 
By so doing it was thought that many incidental facts wh ich 
would inevitably be missed in a questionnaire would be discovered 
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and that such facts would make the accounting problems respon-
sible for ma.chine applications clearer. Because some organi-
zation of in.formation i,s neces.aary in order to study it, some 
thought was given to the form in which data were to be gathered. 
Information was wanted about the kinda of ma.chines used, how 
large the 1natallat1ona, the types of calculations or other 
figure applications, the size of factors involved., where the . 
figures originate and what use 1s made of the results of the 
figuring operation, how a particular operation is related to 
the whole accounting picture., and any 1nc1dental factors. 
Accordingly, a check sheet was worked out and printed on 
five different colors of paper., eaeh color to be used for 
recording data about a particular .class of equipment. A copy 
of this sheet on white paper will be found 1n the appendix •. 
Descriptions of the various accounting applications and 
e.ny other interesting or unusual facts are noted on t he back 
of one or more of the sheets used to record data from the par-
ticular firm involved. 'l'he firm's name 1a written on the 
race ot each sheet used to gat~er data from that particular 
firm so that different elass1fios.t1ons of the data can be made 
without making ree,omb!nation of all •heets from a single firm 
1mpoa.s1ble. 
It was decided that a beginning might be made by deter-
mining the number of .employees in a given field and matching 
this figure against the number of machine units of the various 
classes used in that field. The help of the Chamber of 
Commerce atat1st1:e1an was therefore sought, and a break-down 
of businesses by types was obtained from him. These figures 
included the wholesale and retail establishments in Oklahoma 
City. Uo data on banks• transportation units , or utilities 
wer-e available. 
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Since the study is concerned primarily with figuring ma-
chines and the work !'lowing through them it seemed that the 
distributors of those machines might furnish valuable 1nforma-
t1on as to machine po,pulations among the vari0us classifica-
tions of businesses as revealed by the break-downs that were 
furnished: by the· Chamber of Comm.erce statistician. In addition., 
it seemed probable that these aame distributors could furnish 
the names of users and contacts which would make the investi-
gation more sure of success . With this information it was 
thought that the fields most likely to yield emplo-yment for 
trainees could be established end a start made on finding the· 
nature of what should be taught. 
Some difficulty ..,-as experienced 1n securing the informa-
tion about machine populations by the mttthod just outlined .• 
Because of the size and cost of the clerical effort involved• 
the Burroughs Adding Me.chine Company wa.s unable to furnish a 
break,...down of machine populations . Felt & Tarrant ., manufaettJr-
ers o.f' the Comptometer , has a company rule against g1.ving out 
in.formation about machine popu]._ations to anyone .. 
The distributors of Monroe , Marchant , and Frieden calcu-
lators were reluctant to permit study of service records to 
determine numbers and classifications of users. and would give 
only approximate figures . Other distr1butora1 notably Under-
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wood-Elliott-Fisher and Remington-Rand, were most cooperative, 
and provided re11able data. 
As .a result of' the failure to secure sufficient data on 
machine populations from the distributors# it was necessary to 
make a machine survey. Obviously, the coverage of' this survey 
eouJ.d not be 100 per cent, but the numbers of maehin$s are sui'-
f'ieiently large to be significant and the numbers of' businesses 
of' various kinds eomps.re favorably with the figures f'urnished 
by the Chamber or Connneree statistician. 
All distributors of' machines in Oklahoma City furnished 
lists or users likely to be willing to cooperate 1n this study. 
In addition, they were most helpful in supplying the names of 
the people in charge of the various offices. As a result there 
•as not a single instance in which an interview was re.fused. 
The success of this part of the stud:r is largely attributable 
to the eon tacts f'\Irnished by the machine distributors. In sev-
eral 1nstanees the office managers of the firms studied ex-
pressed great interest 1n the study and offered to he1p in a:ny 
way they could .. 
The us"8r lists from the machine distributors also made 
possible a check to insure the inclusion of all types oi' ma-
chines end sizes of instalJ.atione. 
'!'hree factors arising from within the schools themselves 
a.ffeet the course of study which is devised for uae in them. 
These faQtors are,. briefly, the ti.me which may be devoted to 
the training prog11am in the pupil's schedule; the equipment 
which the school ean .furnish, and the place 1n the curriculum 
1n which the work may be taught.. These factors are all inter-
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related- A careful study of the various curricula that are 
offered in the connnerc1al department of the school is neces-
sa:ry to determine where the work may be most effe~tively taught. 
These eonsid,erations are more f'ully discussed in connection 
with the development ef the course of study. 
The equipment 'tlhieh may be made available is a very im-
portant factor 1n the oonstruetion of a training progr.am. 
Meehan says. 
The equipment should be determined by the machines in 
actual use in the immediate area.! 
From a practical standpoint it 1s necessary also to consider 
what school equipment is already availabl.e and the financial 
limitations on additional purchases. A careful analysis of 
what is needed should be made on the basis of What is used 1n 
the community. Subs.equent purchase·& should then be made of those 
t :ypes of equipment 1n which the school is most deficient. 
The pi.oneering work of Nichols3 in studying what should 
be taught clerical help has inspired several subae-quent studies 
of office machines. They range from a study to determine what 
kinds of equipment should be made available for office practice 
1n fennsylvania secondary schools,. a study made in 19:34 by 
Lui thlen; 4 a survey of machines and appliances 1n Indianapolis. 
2 Meehan, James R.,. Hunter College. 'New York City, "Of'.f'ice 
Practice in the Small High School,•· .Nat1¢nal Bu.a1ness 
Education Quarterly_. May 1937, V 4, p 6! 
5 Nichols, Frederick G. O:p. ill· 
4 Luithlen:,: Da.vid F • . ! Survey of Offj.ce ~actiee e~mt 
1n Penn~lva.n.1.a ~ Schools and.!, Ph11ade~ia Bua ess 
o?tlce ....2 De term · e Eg;t!1llint for !. .Course _ Of'.rice 
fra,ctle-e, Tempie• Ji. .S. 34 
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with the purpose of determining the need for a training pro-
gram, made by Weat5 1n 1930; and another by Steele6 1n Denver 
in 1938, in whieh was develop·ed a recommended course of study 
for the machine training program in Den-ver schools below col-
lege level. Secretarial machines were included 1n all these 
stud.1.es. The course of study developed by St.e·ela was baae,d. on 
the number o.r machines of ea.ch class found, .and the number of 
fttl.1-time and part-time workers found using them. In.formation 
:for the study was obtained by questionnaire. 
5 West, Winnifred G. Survey o Machines and AUlianc,e-a Other 
~ r,pnriter,, _U'aed l!! .·, · ana 111' Biifne,as ort!ee-s. !!Tu 
Reeontm•ndations tor_ !a!, trra , g o,f Pro.spec'tive Gpe:rators, 
Indiana._ M., S. li!o . , 
6 Stee1ei . Annabel K. '· ·. SUrvez ~:t. Off1oe . ltaeh1nea (o.ther than 
mewr1t,ersJ U~od 1n ,thtJ BUsineas Rouses Li Dttnver With.!! 
uggeeted Ocur,se .. of Tral'ri!ng ?or liaehbie 5orator•, 
University o? Denver,. M. s. 1938. · 
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CHAPTER II 
Findings of the Survey 
The materials gathered in the survey are presented ·under 
the .following headings: 
1. Data furnished by the Cb.amber of Commeree statistician. 
2~ Jlach1ne units found 1n use by the machine su:rvey 
arranged by cl.asa,ea of business houses or users. 
3. Selection of case '5tudies 
The data ta.ken .from the Chamber of Commerce statistician's 
compilations are intended to indicate the extensiveness of the 
business ~ommunity, the classes of buainesJ:Jes moat likely to 
be important f'or study• and to set the pattern .for classifying 
machine users. 
The presentation of the results of the machine survey is 
intended to reflect the reason for the .,seleotion or the types 
of bus1nesse.s studied and the selection of materials ineluded 
in the course of study outline. 
The discussion or the aeleetion of ease studies is intend-
ed to indicate the reasons for selecting the particular cases 
included in the &ample, 
Data Furn1$hed l?z the Chamber o.f Commerce Statistician. 
The data f"urnished by the Chamber of' Cozmner·ce st-atistician are 
.for the year 1935. No subsequent data analyzed in the same 
way are available • . Similar intorma.t1on about banks. transpor-
tation uni.ts, utilities, and govermnent o.ff'ices i .s not avail-
able. '!'ables I and II show the available info.rmation. 
-, 
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TABLE I 
Retail Establishments ,m Okle.hema Cit,: 
Data for the year 1935 furnished by the Chamber of Commerce 
statistician 
XIND OF BUSINESS 
Food Stores 672 13,023 625 1,213 1.95 
4 692 5 57 13.5 
991 
54 General stores 
(w-ith food) 
Gen, Mdse . Group 41 12,218 23 1,914 46.68 1,669 
111 6 .,500 52 873 7 •. 86 Apparel Group 
Automotive Group 211 1.2,850 204 1,201 
Filling Stations '377 5,001 301 
Furniture-Houaehold 56 Group 75 3,830 
683 1.8 
620 8.26 
Lumber-Hardware Group 83 
Eating and Drinking 413 Places 
5,117 
2,993 
65 563 
431 1,194 
6.78 
Drug Stores 119 4,398 82 
other Retail Stores 193 4,729 136 
:Second Hand Stores 121 959 130 
774 6.5 
678 3.5 
165 1..36 
TOTA.LS 2,420 12,398 2,110 9,935 
849 
576 
532 
589 
586 
595 
75g 
126 
8,662 
NOTE: The above table should be read a.a .follows: 672 food 
stores had total. salea f'or the yes:r 1935 of $ l.3.,023,000; were 
owned by 625 different proprietors;: employed l.,-213 people 1n 
addition to th.e proprietors,, with an employment ratio of' 1 .. 95; 
and a total payroll of'$ 991,000~ 
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A study of Table I shows that food stores, .filling sta-
tions, eating and drinking places , and second hand stores are 
small establishments with from one to three employees each. 
Sueh small businesses have very simple records and therefore 
need ve.ry little figuring machine equipment. 
Table I also indicates that the general merchandise group, 
on the other extreme, with an employment ratio of 46.68, may 
have large volumes o.f paper work with its attendant extensive 
use of figuring machine equipment. The large department stores 
may account in part for the size of the average. 
General stor&s with food might well have been included in 
the group with other general merchandise stores except that 
food is their most important line. They too have a high employ-
ment ratio (13 •. 5.) and ther·efore are large establishments. 
Some fairly large businesses should be found among the 
lumber and hard~e group. With an average emp.lo-yment ratio 
oi' 6 .78 some very extensive use of figuring machines should be 
found in this group. 
Drug stores show a surprisingly high employment ratio and 
it may well be that a small number of large establishments are 
.f or,eing this high general level. 
Establishments dee.ling in wee.ring apparel and hou·sehold 
furnishings all show rather large employment ,ratios, and the 
furniture group and apparel group are no exceptions. With em-
ployme.nt ratios of 8.26 and 7.86 respectively, they have well 
over the average numbe~ of employees :for e.11 retail establ1ah .. 
ments, which is slightly over 4. 
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TABLE II 
Wholesale Establishments in Oklahoma City 
Data. for the year 1935 furnished by the Chamber of Commerce 
statistician. 
KIND OF BUSINESS 
Full Service and 
Limited Function 
Wholesalers 
Manufacturers' Sales 
Branches - with 
stoeka 
Manufacturers' Sales 
Offices - without 
stoeks 
Bulk Tank Stations 
Agents and Brokers 
Assemblers. 
All Other 
TOTAL 
-0 
mo 
4>0 
~~ 
~ 
-
-riO 
,-i 0 
00 
~;g 
P-4 cd 
-
268 47,110 143 2,490 9.25 3,.624 
56 40,954 2 1,076 19.21 1,856 
16 9,273 187 11.7 314 
25 5,297 6 299 ll.96 543 
65 56 254 3.89 440 
11 9 76 6.96 104 
5 361 4 7 1.4 10 
441158,8~5 216 4,382 6,881 
NOTE: The above table should be read as follows: 268 f'ull 
serviee and limited .function wholesalers had, in the year 1935, 
a to·tal sales o.f $ 47,110,000; were owned by 143 different 
proprietors; employed 2,490 workers,. an employment ratio of 
9.25; with a total payroll of$ 3,624,000. 
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Further study is indicated for the group of sixty-five 
businesses 11.sted in Table II as a.gents and broke-rs. The em-
ployment ratio o.f 3.89 is low, but some fairly large firms may 
be found among the.m. 
The :five listed in Table II as nall other" can very def-
initely be dismissed from further consideration since their 
employment ratio is only 1.4. Out of so small a group sueh a 
low employment ratio indicates that all a.re very small busi-
nesses and will have such a small volume of paper work that 
little or no figuring machine equipment will be found 1n use 
among them. 
It is very interesting to note that manufacturers' sales 
branches with stocks are on the average, larger than the sales 
ot':f'iees of' manufacturers that do not carry stocks. 
Bulk tank stations, with an employment ratio of 11.96, 
indicate that the petroleum industry is represented in Oklahoma 
City with some f'airly large o.ffices. 
Another important group is the full-service and limited 
.f'unetion wholesalers with an emplo-yment ratio of 9.25. Some 
large Ylhol&salers with wide distribution over the state are 
numbered among this group. 
While the assemblers have a high emplo'Ylllent ratio, the 
group is small, and there.fore o.f no great importance to this 
study, especially in view o.f the similarity between their busi-
ness and that of the wholesalers. These assemblers, incidently, 
are engaged in assembling agricultural raw materials such as 
broom corn, etc. 
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Machine units .found ,!n ~~~machine survez. There 
has been some re-grouping o.f businesses in Tables III and IV 
but in general they follow the same classifications used in 
Tables I and II. These changes in grouping were ms.de for con-
venience in tabulating machine equipment~ end are believed to 
be in no way detrimental to the study. 
Agents and brokers, as well as assemblers, proved to be 
of little importance as users of figuring machine equipment as 
a glance at Table III will show. It has e. l ready been pointed 
out in Table II that theae businesses are limited in number and 
do not have very high employment ratios. Under these condi-
tions it is to be expected that little figuring machine equip-
ment is to be foi.md in these classes of business. 
A comparison between the findings as reflected in Tables 
III and IV and the data in Tables I and II shows that more 
groups of retail businesses were found to be of little impor-
tance to this study than of wholesale businesses. Table I led 
to the expectation that food stores, filling stations, eating 
and drinking places, and second hand stores would be found to 
use very little machine equipment. From Table IV the indica-
tions are that this is very largely true, although there is 
an important exception in the case o:f the dairies and dairy 
products companys, which are classed as food &tores. 
General merchandise , household furnishings and .furniture 
stores justi:fied the expectation that they would be found to 
use a number o:f figuring maehines. Table IV also indicates 
that users of figuring ms.chine equipment are to be found in 
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234 66.9 249 2 .5 2 2 .s 2 2 .6 2 
64 '11. 91 15 19.7 16 s 6.6 5 18 2S.7 19 
144. 45. 144 l • s 1 0 o • 0 1 .3 1 
8' 71.7 92 s 2.s 3 0 o. 0 a 7. 12 . 
142 94'.6 2S2 16 10.6 16 17 11.3 17 S2 2.1.s 40 
48 50.6 43 0 o. 0 0 o. 0 2 2.3ti 2 
Ll95 18.15 7~ s.&e 88 ,.1 .f;7 1.z1 
1616 74 119 201 
L876 '/4.2 179 7.1 Z32 9.2 . 584 15.2 
3221 260- 330 928 
Crank:•Dri ve tTae no 
Oa' nu, ...... . - ·:: V..n . ·h19a 
r, 
• r4 • f . 
'1 
' 
f& s.. ~ • .p fi ; • ,t.) .p ~ ~Q fl) 'loP t) 
2 .3 2 ~99 s,.9 
4 S.6 ., 22 11.3 
0 o. 0 10 15.9 
0 0.- 0 f.14 16.4 
9 11.a 13~ 15 19.7 
0 o. 0 11, sa., 
1 .9 3 so 26.3 
so 20. 15 a 6.3 
0 o. 0 41 48.2 
59 2.9 >D 31.4 
60 
~43 9.6 S-43 26.4 
Sl2 
NOTE, this table ahould be read• 0£ 569 food store• oanTIL11ed, 566, or 64.5% uae 386 adding•li1ting 
maohineaJ 1.,, or .16" uae1 · a posting maohineJ none · use billing•bookkeeping maohineaJ 18, or 3" 
uae key-drive oalculatoraJ 2 or .3% uae crank•drive oaloulator each. 
I-' 
m 
the automotive group, lumber and building materials group, 
and the stores classed as miscellaneous . 
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Some very interesting comparisons may be made .from a study 
of Tables III and IV. For instance., wholesalers use almost 
three adding machines each., while other non-retail establish-
ments average more than six each. Retail stores have an aver-, 
age of less than two each. 
Key-drive calculators appear to be the next most widely 
used machines. The averages are: wholesalers, slightly more 
than two each; other non-retail., more than six each; and re-
tail establishments, less than two each. 
Table III shows that util1t.1es and government offices ac-
count for the bulk of maohines used by the non-retail group ., 
while petroleum and its products account for the high average 
of adding machines; and wholesalers account for the highest 
average number of key-drive machines. 
Crank-drive calculators are used by 35.6 per cent ot' the 
wholesale firms, while bi.lling-bookkeep1ng machines a.re used 
by only 28 per cent., and posting machines by even less, 16.27 
per cent.. However, in the "other non-reta.11 11 group posting 
machines a.re used by more t'irma than are billing-bookkeeping 
machines . ·Among retail establishments there are more users of 
billing-bookkeeping machines than of posting machines., and more 
users ot' posting machines than of crank-drive calculators. 
Individual group comparisons show government offices av-
erage more adding•llsting machines than any other group; while 
utilities average more key-d!'lv~ calculators, more crank-drive 
calculators, and more posting machines ; while manut'acturers, 
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with an average of' 45.7, use more billing-bookkeeping machines 
per business. Second hand stores have the highest percentage 
of uni ts with no machines. 
It is interesting to note that the wholesale group and the 
other non-retail group both show 100 per cent users of adding-
listing machines . The next highest per cent of both ls in key-
drive calculators, although the percentage is higher among the 
other non-retail group .. 
Selection of Case Studies 
Study of Tables III and IV shows that extensive users of 
figuring machines are to be found in thirteen classifications. 
Among these are three wholesale, six retail, and four classi-
fied as "other non-retail" establishments. It appears evident 
that the sample selected .for study should be taken .from these 
groups. 
~ Retail Group. The six retail class1:f1cations are: 
.food stores, general merehandise ., automotive., lumber-building 
materials, drug stores, and the miscellaneous group. 
Food stores were included because it was found that in 
spite of the low employment ratio shown in Table I., the ma-
chines survey disclosed some stores in this classification 
that use .figuring machine equipment extensively. 
~ Wholesale , GrouE• The three wholesale classifications 
are: .full-service and limited function wholesalers, manufac-
turers• sales offices and sales branches, and petroleum and 
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its products. Re.ference to Table II suggests the importance 
of thkse groups and Table III indicates the extent to which 
they use figuring machines . 
A study of Table III shows that the agents and brokers do 
not use enough machine equipment to justify including them in 
the sample. 
The assemblers , while using some machine equipment, are 
similar t o the wholesalers and a.re not represented in the sam-
ple for t h is reason. 
Other Classifications. The four other classifications 
are: transportation, banks, utilities, and government of'fices. 
There were no data available concerning the number of employ-
ees of' any of these groups . Some indication of the size of 
the financial conmrunity as represented by the banks may be had 
by reference to the Appendix, Table I. Table III in this chap-
ter indicates the importance of all these offices as users of 
figuring machine equipment. 
The Sample 
Seventy-£ive businesses were chosen from lists furnished 
by machine distributors , including all sizes of installations 
and various makes of machines, and studied to determine how 
machines are being used in Oklahoma City. This 11st includes 
numerous firms in some classifications and only a few in others. 
Out of this list thirty-three are aelected as represent-
ative on the basis of size of machine installations, kinds of 
businesses using figuring machine equipment, and variety of 
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machine applications to the figure work o:f each kind . At the 
same time an effort 1.s made to avoid over emphasizing any 
group o£ businesses and to eliminate useless repetition of the 
same appliea tions . Table V presents these thirty- three busi-
nesses olassifled under the thirteen headings listed above . 
Training of Operators 
Of the thirty- three establishments represented in the sam-
ple, ten would make no statement as to preference for trained 
or untrained figuring machine ope.r .atora. Thia group uses eight 
key-drive calculators m d six of those eight machines are us,ed 
by skilled opera tors . 
Of the twenty- three who expressed preferences ,. eighteen 
employ 108 trained key- drive operators . Two of these of.fices 
also employ 40 additional key-drive operators not trained be-
i'ore being employed. Three offices emp.loy no trained opera-
tors and use 12 key-drive machines . This makes a total of' 114 
trained key .. drive operators and 54 untrained . 
Two of.fices prefer to employ trained operators :for bill-
ing- bookkeeping machines . They use 16 operators., which leaves 
28 out of' the total of 44 from Table V who learned on the job . 
One offiee prefers to employ trained or otherwise skilled 
operators for posting machines . This o.ffice employs six oper-
ators ., which leaves a total of 28 out of the 34 listed in 
Table V who learned on the job . 
No offices ~xpressed a preference for trained crank-drive 
calculator operators . 
TABLE V 
Machine equipment used in 33 offices 
classified by kinds of businesses 
No. of 
stores 
FOOD STORES 
1 Dairy Products Company 
GENERAL :MERCHANDISE 
2 Department Stores 
2 Men's Furnishings Stores 
1 Variety Store Chain 
AUTOMOTIVE 
l Regional Of:flce (manufacturer's) 
1 New Car Sales Company 
1 Tire and Accessory Distributor 
LUMBER & BUILDING MATERIALS 
2 Lumber Dealers 
DRUG STORES 
l Retail Drug Chain 
lfiSCELLANEOUS 
1 Amusement Chain 
1 Stationery and Office Supply 
FULL SERVICE & LIMITED FUNCTION 
WHOLESALERS 
2 
10 
3 
1 
2 
2 
l 
4 
2 
1 
1 Full Service Wholesaler 1 
2 Food Wholesalers S 
1 Food vTholesaler with retail outlets 10 
PETROLEUM PRODUCERS & DISTRIBUTORS 
2 Oil Company Offices 21 
Continued on following page 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
l 
l 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
l 
2 
0 
7 
4 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
4 
l 
3 
6 
0 
0 
2 
2 
a 
3 
2 3 
2 8 
0 20 
2 4 
21 
1 
2 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
TABLE V (continued) 
Maeh1ne equipment used in 33 offices 
classified by kinds of businesses 
No. o:f 
stores 
MAMUFACTURERS 
1 Steel & Irom Works 
1 Packing Plant 
1 Mill & Elevator 
TRAJ{SPORTATION 
1 Bus Line 
1 Transfer & Storage Company 
1 Street Railway Company 
BANKS 
1 Commercial Bank 
UTILITIES 
1 Telephone Company 
l Electric Company 
1 Gas Company 
GIVERNMENT 
1 City Board o:f Education 
l Auditor, State of Oklahoma 
1 Div. of Okla. T·ax Connnission 
TOTALS 
1 
6 
8 
1 
2 
4 
12 
7 
7 
6 
5 
11 
10 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
6 
6 
4 
2 
0 
2 
0 
147* 34 
1 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
1 
9 
7 
4 
15 
11 
2 
0 
3 
4 
50 
6 
8 
0 
1 
0 
44 168 
22 
1 
3 
18 
1 
0 
2 
0 
l 
0 
4 
1 
1 
1 
47 
NOTE: This table should be read as :follows; of the manuf'ac-
turers, one steel & iron works uses 1 adding-listing 
machine, 1 bookkeeping-billing machine, 4 key-drive 
calculators, and 1 crank-dl->i ve calculator. 
* Key-drive calculators exceed adding-listing machines in 
this table be.cause the selection of the sample eliminated 
a number of businesses that use only adding-listing machines . 
Such busines.ses are; for the most part, small. 
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Food Stores . A dairy products company was chosen to reP-
-
resent the .food stores because it was .found that three or four 
dairy businesses use most of the figuring machine equipment 
other than adding machines .found under the .food stores classi-
fi.cation. 
General Merchandise Group . 'l'Wo department stores., two 
men's .furnishings stores , and one variety chain were chosen to 
represent the general merchandise group because they include 
various sizes of enterprise and because the special accounting 
problems of this field as revealed by the study are included. 
Automotive . A manufacturer's regional sales of.flee is 
shown in the automotive group because it is one of the very 
few offices in the automotive claasi.fication that makes exten-
sive use of .figuring machine equipment . A new ear sales com-
pany and a. tire and accessory distributor are included to 
indicate the extent to which figuring machine equipment is 
used in other businesses in this classification. 
Lumber ~ Building lr1.ater1als . Two lumber dealers were 
chosen to represent this group because both employ speci.al o.f-
.f1c.e help and appear to be representa.t.1 ve as to size.. Al though 
the entire group is small , the number of stores using each 
class of' ma.chines as indicated in Table IV makes the group im-
portant for study. 
Drug Stores . A chain drug company was chosen to represent 
the drug stores group because only the large organizations use 
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special office equipment . The number of large drug store or-
ganizations is very limited . 
~ Miscellaneous Group . The mm aging office for a chain 
of moving picture houses and a stationery and office supply 
house were chosen to represent the miscellaneous group.. There 
are several other businesses in the amusement group and other 
large office ,upply housas in Oklahoma City so that these two 
are representative of groups and not isolated eases . 
Full-Service and Limited Function Wholesalers . Wholesale 
-- . ----- . ·_. 
houses constitute a large group. of users of figuring machine 
equipment in Oklahoma City . It was found that a variety of ma-
chine applications are made to the accounting problems common 
to this group. One fuil- service wholesaler~ two food whole-
:a..alers and one food wholesaler w1 th retail outlets were chosen 
as representative of the various sizes and types of houses and 
machine applications . 
Manufacturers . A steel and iron works , a packing plant , 
and a large mill and elevator company have been chosen to r ep-
resent the manufacturers group . The grain business , the meat 
packing industry, and a miscellaneous group of small manufac-
turers make up an important part of local industry . These three 
were found to be important or themselves and to typify groups 
i mportant in the business life of Oklahoma City. 
Petroleum..!!!!! lli. Products . The petroleum industry in 
Oklahoma City is engaged in the production of crude oil and the 
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sales of petroleum products. Refining is not done locally on 
a large scale. For that reason two oil company offices typi-
cal of those operating in this area have been chosen to present 
in this study. These offices use diffe.rent machine applica-
tions to the same kinda of figure work. 
Ut11.1ties. Four utilities companies operate in Oklahoma 
City,.. t he telephone "Q.ompany, an electric company, and two gas 
companies. Only one gas company serves residential consumers 
here, the other sells gas only to commercial users in Oklahoma 
City. 
The gas company serving residential consumers and the 
electric company follow similar accounting procedures and use 
simi].ar types of figuring machine equipment. For that reason 
the gas company serving residential consumers is not included 
in this study. This leaves the telephone company,. the elec-
tric company and one gas company to represent the group. 
Government Of.fices. Government offices represented in 
this sample are the Oklahoma City school district# the state 
auditor's office and a division of the Oklahoma '!'ax Commission. 
These include two offices concerned with the ,expenditure of 
governmental .funds and a tax collecting agency. The charac-
teristic accounting problems incident to the operation of gov-
ernment are represented in these three offices. 
s,nmnsry. In summsrizing it may be pointed out that every 
kind of business enterprise shown to be important as users of 
machine equipment in Tables III and IV are represented in this 
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sample. Tb.ere is only one extreme case of over representa-
tion on the basis of size of' the group and that is in the 
utilities group. However , it was necessary to include three 
of the four utilities in order to have a representation of' all 
the different accounting problems found in the group . 
Machine applications found in the survey are all r~pre-
sented in the thil'ty-three businesses chosen f'or the sample 
and all dif'ferent sizes of mach1ne installations .found in 
Oklahoma City a.re inelude,d. 
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CHAPTER III 
Use of Ma.chine Equipment 
In the preceding chapter the data concerning machine poP-
ulations and the effect of these populations on the choice of 
the sample to be studied was discussed. In addition, the ef-
fects of different uses made of machines as found f'rom a study 
of seventy-five businesses chosen from user lists supplied by 
the various distributors of figuring machines were explained. 
This chapter concerns itself with the uses made of machine 
equipment found in the thirt17'-three businesses which were chos-
en for presentation as typ:tcal of business houses in Okl.ahoma 
City, and the special uses made of equipment by certain firms. 
The installations of the various classes of machines used 
in Oklahoma City have been shown in Table v. There is some 
overlapping in uses made of the various machines as employed 
by different businesses. The following discussion delineates 
the uses to which the various :machines are put by the several 
businesses listed in Table v. 
Adding-Listing Machines. In general the adding-listing 
machines shown in Table Va.re used for adding short lists of 
a few figures ea.ch., long lists of figures from reports and 
books, some multiplication in making or proving extensions, 
finding difference.s, and in a. few cases deducting discounts. 
No examples of division on the adding machine were found. The 
applications of this class of equipment made by the various 
groups of businesses may be summarized as follows: 
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The three adding machines use:d by the dairy products com-
pany are used to total route boolcs , add up amounts due produc-
ers, and for general utility in the office. 
The adding machines used by department stores in the 
sample are used to build up general ledger entries on sales by 
departments and purchases by departments, for checking the pay-
roll, and for general utility, especially in finding general 
ledger balances. 
Men's furnishings stores mak:e practically the same uses 
of adding-listing machines as do departaent stores. General 
utility work for this group seems to consist mostly of total-
ing lists of figures o.f various lengths and finding dlff erences 
such as net amounts after discounts. These latter are figured 
only ocea.sionally. 
The variety store cha.in uses its adding mach1.ne occasion-
ally to check extensions on purchase invo1ees and regularly for 
general utility. 
The automobile manufacturer 's branch office has one wide 
carriage adding-listing machine on which it maintains bank 
control and keeps the payroll summary. Bank control cons1st.s 
of posting checks and arriving at the balance that should be 
in the bank. Both machines are used otherwise .fo1.. general 
utility. 
The new car sales company uses its adding machines for 
practically all figure work . Books are kept by hand and all 
figures checked by machine . One large use is for .figuring 
payroll. 
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The adding-listing machine used by the tire and aeeessory 
distributor la used to total sales invoices, check balances of 
customers' accounts, and for general office use. 
The lumber companies use their adding ma.chines for check-
ing reports, adding stoek records, and f'or general utility . 
The adding machines listed for the local drug chain are 
used to add payroll, cheek stock records, and for general 
utility. 
The amusement chain uses: one adding maehine f'or general 
utility and for checking the payroll . 
The office supply house u.se.s its ad.ding machine as a 
checking and general utility machine exclusively. 
The steel and iron works uses its adding ma.chine for fig-
uring payroll, maintaining stock records, and for general 
utility. 
The pa.eking plant uses its six adding machines on general 
figure work. These machines are not assigned., but may be car-
ried about in the of'fiee wherever needed. 
The mill and elevator uses one adding machine in the ele-
vator office, one in the laboratory, one in the mill office, 
and five in the accounting department. These machines are not 
assigned., all are used for general figure work. No particular 
kinds of work are done on them. 
One oil company uses thirteen adding machines, principally 
to add original tickets from stations. This builds up the 
sales credit for the day. The other oil company uses eight 
machines, principally for cheeking and for adding the general 
ledger, or other general work. 
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The transportation units use their adding machines almost 
exclusively for general utility and for ehecking other figure 
work. No important special uses are made of them. 
The tellers in the commercial bank use adding machines to 
che.ck deposit tickets, for totaling and proving daily proof 
sheets, and to total checks and deposits for cash proof. The 
personal loans department uses a machine occasionally to make 
various calculations. 'rhe savings department uses adding ma-
chines to run lists of savings deposits and withdrawals for 
proof against totals accumulated in their window-type posting 
machines. The general bookkeeper uses this class of machine 
to run tape lists of checks and deposits for proof of machine 
totals. The transit department uses an adding machine to check 
other figures and to add daily proof" sheets. 
The telephone company uses its adding machines 1n the re .. 
ce1ving department for totaling bills to build up the debit 
ror the receivables account and to total receipts at the cash-
ier's window. Me.chines are used in the payroll department for 
general utility. 
The electric company uses an adding machine to total ledg-
er stubs wh1eh are then checked against collections. Another 
machine is used to total cashier's stubs and this total uaed 
to prove the eash sheet. A two-register parallel unit is used 
to list discounts and total charges by accounting districts. 
The charges are added whether or not collected 1n order to 
build up the debits for the general ledger. Three machines 
are kept in the cashier's cage to check on cash collections 
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and are used in conjunction with coin changers . Other machines 
are used wherever needed for general figure work . 
The gas company uses one adding-listing machine in the 
purchasing o.ff'ice to verify extensions on purchase requisitions . 
These are used to build up accounts payable vouchers . The 
treasurer's seci1etary usea one machine to originate totals for 
the general ledger, and to check accumulated papers represent-
ing media for posting to the general ledger . 
The Oklahoma. City Board of Education uses four machines 
in the general accounting office. One of these is used ex-
clusively to oheck other flgure work. One machine with a wide 
carriage is used for posting the warrant register . Two ma.chines 
are used to accumulate totals for the ledger and to total en-
eumberances and liquidations as a means o f proof of' the work 
done on the bookkeeping machine on which the appropriations 
ledger is kept . One adding-listing machine is used in the 
auditor 's office to accumulate controls against which other 
machine calculations are proved. 
The state auditor uses several machines in the preparation 
of, and checking miscellaneous documents . The ma.chines used 
in the accounting department are in two groups . One group is 
general utility. The other group is made up of two- register 
parallel 1mits used to accumulate totals of eneumberances and 
liquidations by funds as proofs for checking with the bookkeep-
ing machines . These machines may be said to be an intermedi-
ary between the accounting office and the auditing office . 
This office keeps the general accounting records for all funds . 
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The adding machines used by the Income Tax Collections 
Division of the Oklahoma Tax Commission are used for totaling 
collections., auditing income tax returns., building up proof 
totals., and f or miscellaneous checking. 
Summary. The .following important uses are made of adding-
listing ma.chines: 
1. general use., including short columns of a .few figures eaeh., 
long columns of figures .from journals, ledgers., or other 
sources., taking off discounts, or other miscellaneous fig-
ure work; 
2. adding long lists of items , either .from individual slips to 
obtain a total for ledger entry, or to obtain .figures to be 
used in proving work done on other machines; 
3. checking extensions and addition on invoices , vouchers., and 
other papers; 
4 . wide--earriage machines used in making distributions, posting 
registers, and similar applications; 
5 . dual-register machines used in totaling parallel items for 
proof and to build up journal and ledger entriesJ 
6. Proving distributions or columnar journals and similar work . 
The first f ,our uses listed above :are the most frequently 
f'ound in Oklahoma City. 
Posting Machines . Three uses are made of posting machines 
in Oklahoma. City: 
1 . To post subsidiary ledgers; 
2 . Write customer•s bill and ledger stubs by repeat print ; 
3 . To write payroll checks and payroll simultaneously. 
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The telephone company and the electric compan-y()Gie.25>1~ 
ing me.chines to write customers' bills , the mill & elevator 
uses its posting machines to write payroll checks and payroll 
at the same time . All other users keep subsidiary ledgers on 
their machines . Three different kinds of subsidiary ledgers 
were :round to be kept on posting machines; a.ecounts reeei vable, 
accounts pa.yable 1 and what is called a detail ledger . The de-
tail ledger is kept by the gas company listed in this study. 
It breaks down such factors as expenses , flxed capital , deple-
tions , repairs, etc . into individual account items . 
The utilities serving residential consumers in Oklahoma 
City use the stub ledger system on their receivables . A 
Duplex Addressograph prints the bill and stub form and address-
es it 1n one operation . The addressing plates are arranged in 
the same order in which the entries are made to eliminate re-
arranging the materials at the machines . The bills then go 
to the bill writing machines where the amount of the bill , the 
amounts of service at the different rates, and a.n identifying 
symbol are filled in. Front-feed machines built on posting 
machine frames are used to make the entries . These are repeat-
print machines so that the same entry is printed on the bill 
and on ea.eh of two stubs from the same machine setting . The 
only calculations ma.de by the ma.chines are the accumulations 
of items important to revenue control . The calculations nee-
essary to complete the bill have been worked out and placed in 
tables. The operator simply talces the figures., .fr~ '.~e, tables 
to set the ma.chine. 
.. 
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The bill and one stub, called the cashier's stub, are 
mailed to the customer. A second stub, called the ledger stub, 
is detached and retained by the accounting o.ffiee. 
The machines print a corbon copy of the entries on the 
bills and stubs on a sheet which is generally called a revenue 
control sheet. The number of bills duplicated on this sheet 
is limited to certain accounting districts or to arbitrary 
numbers of customers. When the prescribed number of entries 
are ma.de the registers o.f the machine are totaled out on the 
sheet. All ledger stubs duplicated on the same sheet are then 
fastened together to make up a book. This book 1s tots.led on 
a listing ma.chine and this total checked against the revenue 
control sheet. The totals of the books make up the debit for 
the general ledger. 
The revenue control sheet is proved by first checking all 
minimum bills and then multiplying the number of units of serv-
ice ua,ed in each rate group by the respective rates and adding 
in the minimum bills. Proving is done on a key-drive calcu-
lator. Certain statistical information concerning production 
and sale of service may also be taken from the revenue control 
sheet. Proof of this sheet checks the accuracy of the operator 
in the use of the tables that serve as a source of the amounts 
entered on the bills. 
When the customers pay their bills the cashier's stubs 
are detached and retained by the cashier. The bills are then 
receipted and returned to the customers. The cashier's stubs 
are totaled at the end of the day and these totals used in 
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proving eash.. The stubs are then turned over to the account-
ing department where they are matched against ledger stubs . 
When a cashier's stub is matched against a ledger stub the lat-
ter is removed from the book . All stubs removed from the same 
book are then totaled and this amount credited to the control 
account . The stubs may then be filed or discarded, according 
to the practices of the parti.eular firm. The recel vables ac-
count ls left with only the uncollected balance at all times . 
To prove recel vables 1 t is o.nly neceasary to total the stubs 
remaining in the books and match these figures a.gains the con-
trols . 
This system simplifies the record keeping and saves fil -
ing space. The customer ' s bill is approximately 3" x 5" and 
the stubs 3 11 x 2-~" . 
It will be noted that no posting operations are necessary 
once the bills and stubs have ·bee.n printed or the entries made . 
Cheeking 1s simplified by matching cashier's stubs and ledger 
stubs . All figures are proved before bills a.re mailed out . 
The plan works very well where it is expected that the receiv-
ables will be quickly paid a.a in the case of utilities . 
B1111ng- Bookkeep1ng Machines . All wholesale and retail 
establisbmenti using bookkeeping- bil ling machines use them to 
keep accounts receivable ledgers . The limited function and 
.full-s.ervice wholesale.rs using this tro,e o.f equipment also keep 
accounts payable on it . All these users make use o.f collated 
.forms . Thus it is possible to print customer's bill , customer's 
ledger sheet , and write the journals at the same time; and to 
write the creditor ' s ledger sheet, jorunals, and payments eon-
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trol at the same time in keeping accounts payable on billing-
bookkeeping machines .. 
The gas company uses a. billing-bookkeeping machine in 
preparing the payroll. Information is taken :f'ro:m the gang time 
time sheets and the columnar record printed simultaneously with 
the checks. The total of the payroll sheet is the basis for 
the check voucher. 
The Board of Education uses this class of equipment for 
keeping the appropriations ledger and for writing the claims 
liquidations payi"oll. Bookkeeping-billing me.chines seem es-
pecially well adapted to keeping appropriations ledgers. It 
is possible to write an explanation~ to deduct encumberances 
and 11qu1dat1ons and print the unexpended and unencumbered 
balances with ,these machines. 
The state auditor uses bookkeeping machines for keeping 
appropriations ledgers. Controls are maintained by means ot 
dual-register listing machines against which accumulations must 
check. 
The income Tax Collections Division of the Oklahoma Tax 
Commission uses bookkeep1ng-b1111ng equipment to keep collec-
tions records. By means of spot carbons the tax receipt and 
collections record are printed siraultaneoualy. 
Key-Drive Cal.culators. Practically every type of buainess 
ent.erprise in the sample use key-drive equipment for a part o:f 
its figure work. The applications of this type of equipment 
are extremely varied. Some discussion by kinda of business 
seems to be called .for. 
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The dairy products company uses key- drive ma.chines for 
milk-purchase control, milk analysis , and to distribute opera4;-
1ng costs by products and by dollar sales . A peg board is 
used in making the distributions . 
The general merchandise group use key-drive machines to 
figure eost by departments, distribute sales by salesmen and 
by departments , figuring payrolls, distribution of payroll 
costs, .figuring a.a.stern invoices , ledger eontrol , figuring com-
missions and mark-up , etc. 
In the automotive group, the manufacturer's regional sales 
office uses .four key-drive machines 1n the costing department .. 
The .figures originate .from the posting media and the work con-
sists o:f costing parts invoices . Different operators calcu-
late the original invoice, the duplicate , and the shipping 
ticket. Monthly totals of invoices by dealers are added on the 
adding- listing machine . Two other machines are used in the 
analytical and statist1eal departments. Their work consists 
of ehecldng the profitability of different brands; a work high-
ly important to the business management department . Revenue, 
costs, etc . are proved each month by these same operators . 
The lumber dealers use key-drive calculators, 1n calculat-
ing and cheeking sales tickets, reports , inventories, and for 
general aceount1ng work. Some costing and cost distribution 
is also done on these machines. 
The drug store chain uses its key-drive calculators for 
figuring sales distributions by lines and by stores, costing 
merchandise , and for .figuring payroll . This includes wages 
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and salaries at base pay, social- security and unemployment 
compensation deductions , other deductions, and net amount for 
each employee, and finally, proof of payroll . 
The amusement chain uses key-drive calculators for eonsoli-
dating reports from the eighty-four units of the chain. This 
includes per cent distribution 0£ cost , combined earnings and 
costs for the entire chain by the month and for the fiscal peri-
od . There are eighty classifications in the distributions . 
The otatione·cy and office supply house uses its key-drive 
calculators to classify sales by salesmen and by territory, to 
calculate sales by cost, and by dollar volume, distribution of 
overhead and adding shop tickets 1n the printing department, 
and for all general figure work . 
Allethe wholesalers listed in Table V use key- drive cal-
culators to figure invoices and to check in-coming invoices .• 
One firm extends orders at both cost and selling price . An-
other uses key- drive calculators to "spread11 , or distribute 
shipping cost on dollar basis, and distribute overhead on ex-
ceptional weight items. Other uses made o:f key-drive machines 
by this group include expense distr:thution on the basis of per 
cent of sales , :figuring payroll, quarterly physical inventory 
on retail outlets , cash control, over and short accumulation 
.!1·_ 
and balance , and balancing ledgers which are lcept by hand . 
The steel and iron works uses key- drive calculators for 
figuring estimates, cost distribution by job co-st, figuring 
payrolls, and general ledger balancing. 
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The packing plant uses fifteen key-drive calculators in 
the accounting department to handle all routine work. This 
includes calculating killed-weight cost, shrinkage loss# proc-
ess cost distribution, extending and proving sales invoices, 
and statistical records relating to plant operation. 
The mill & elevator uses eleven key-drive machines in a 
battery arrangement. All work clears across the desk of one 
operator. The work includes calculating invoices, grain set-
tlements, inventory, and payroll. Invoices are made up on the 
typewriter. Twelve copies are mad& by u-ee of one-time carbons. 
Gr·a1n settlements ar-e written in indelible pencil with two 
carbon copies by means of one-time carbons. All the calcula-
tions such as converting weight to bushels, making deductions 
as shown on the inspection report, and figuring interest on the 
claim are made on the key-drive calculator. 
The oil company offices uae key-drive calculators for 
making daily sales recapitulations. The media used are the 
bulk station reports. One of t he companies uses key-drive 
equipment for the extending of invoices and earnings by -station, 
prorating expenses by station., and calculating sales and mer-
chandise cost. 
The bus line listed under transportation units uses key-
drive mach ines in figuring .hank control, payroll• revenue ac-
counting, .and in making audits. The street railway uses key-
drive e-.quipment for the same purposes. 
The commercial bank uses key-drive ealculators for adding 
transit letters, checking proof sheets, distributing costs 
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calculating revenue by departments., figuring payroll, and for 
general checking of other figures . 
The telephone company uses key-drive equipment in two div1-
a1ons of its accounting off'i.ce. The payroll division handles 
all paying. Calculators a.re used to check invoices, to prorate 
overhead, general engineering and occupancy expenses, and for 
general cheeking purposes. 
The receivable division of the telephone company uses forty 
key.-dr1ve ealeula.tors to calculators to figure toll costs and 
application of federal and state truces. 
The electric company uses key-drive machines to add unpaid 
bills stubs to arrive at the amount receivable, to prove the 
abstracts of revenue from the billing :machines, to figure de-
mand rates for commercial and 1arge accounts, and for adding 
and proving the general ledger. 
The gas company uses key-drive equipment in its billing 
department to calculate the flow of gas charts whieh make up 
the basis for the vouchers and billing .. The treasurer's sec-
retary uses key-drive equipment to prove ehecka to producers 
against flow of gas, and to check all 1n-eoming and out-going 
papers to catch errors. General accounting uses this type of 
equipment to cal-cula.te original papers as a basis for charges 
to the general ledger from construction, repair-,. fixed capital, 
and transportation departments .. Another use made of this type 
of equipment is to check all pap-ers going through the depart-
ment. ·The statistical and audit department uses key-dr:t ve 
machines to make the final audit on statements. 
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The state auditor is t he only government office listed 
that uses key-drive equipment. The work consists of proving 
all incoming claim.a. These papers t h en become the media for 
the bookkeeping machines. 
In smnmsry;, it has been .found that mult1plieat1on on the 
key-drive calculator is used 1n the following operations: 
1. proving 1.nvoiees 
2. distribution by percentages 
3. figuring payroll 
4. figuring inventories 
5. eonv,ersion between different units (weight to bu. etc.) 
Di vision is used 1n detel'mining rate-s of per cent. 
Addition i1s ·U;sed in: 
1. figuring · invoice.a, 
2. totaling distributions 
3. adding payrolls 
4. figuring inventories 
Subtraction is used in making direct deduetions of all kinds. 
Crank-Drive .Calculators. Crank-drive calculators are used 
for making distributions. for analyzing fo·r source of profit ., 
for making chain discount deduetions, cost computations, and 
practieally all kinds or business calculations. The fol.;t.owing 
discussion show,s how the types of businesses listed in Table V 
apply this machine to their figure work. 
The dairy products company uses its crank-drive calcula-
tor at peak -load times to calculate butter .fat eont-ent of milk 
purchased. It is also used on general figure work. 
The two department stores use the crank-drive machines in 
costing merchandise., and :for certain statistical work involv-
ing studies of tax applic.ation, oecupancy expense., and analy-
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sis of source of profits . The variety chain uses e. crank-drive 
calculator to figure percentages on financial statements . 
The crank- drive equipment owned by the lumber companies is 
used to figure chain discounts on purchases , figure interest 
for loan records, and occasionally on re-invoicing . 
The retail drug chain uses erank- drive equipment for fi g-
uring percentages,. some pricing work , some pro- rating expenses, 
and general figure work about the office. 
The work done on crank-drive calculators by t he wholesale 
houses includes figuring percentages on financial statements, 
some pricing, some cost distribution , and general utility . 
The steel and iron works uses a crank- drive calculator to 
figure cost distributions and for a general of':f'ice machine to 
suppliment other machine equipment . 
The packing plant uses crank-drive calculators in figuring 
cost of products . They distribute di.reet labor, burden., waste 
loses , and on- the-hoof prices . 
The grain elevator uses eighteen crank-drive calculators 
f'or figuring grain records and settlements ; payrolls and tax 
returns; statistical work involving deliveries by olassifica-
tions to customers; some invoicing ; calculating paNfflents 
(voucher clerk); figuring grain used and products packed out 
f'rom grain (production records); for analyzing source of profit; 
and by the city sales of'fioe to figure intangibles , mill- feed, 
yield ., and invoices; by traffic department in computing f'reight 
:rates and payments . 
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The oil companies use crank-drive machines to calculate 
earnings by stations, extend invoices, prorate expenses by 
station, and to compute sales and merchandise cost. 
The transportation units use crank-drive machines for 
figuring tax returns; on some revenue figures; and for general 
of.flee use. 
The telephone company uses its crank-drive equipment for 
some special statistical caleulat1ons, but mainly as a general 
utility machine not assigned to any particular operator. 
The gas company uses erank-drive equipment in making tax 
studies, to set up tax accruals, to .figure depreciation and 
depletion, and compiling unit cost for .financial statements. 
Among the government offices that use erank-drive calcu-
lators, the Oklahoma City Board of Education uses one in the 
auditor's of'fic.e to check amounts from appropriations and to 
adjust eneumberances. The State auditor uses one in figuring 
ad-valorem break-down f'or delinquent tax collections. Such 
collections are under old tax laws and are, somewhat infrequent. 
,!!! Summary; it is noted that crank-drive calculators are 
used for the following purposes: 
1. calculating per cent 
2 • .figuring and deducting chain discounts 
3. to calculate and analyze earnings; 
4. general utility 
5. costing merchandise 
6. making cost distributions 
7. eost and prof'it analysis 
With the exception of a few highly specialized uses, notably 
in the gr-ain business, the crank-drive calculator is a general 
utility machine, used to do various calculations about the 
of'f'iee. 
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Comparison and Summary of Machine Uaage 
A comparis.on of the most frequent uses of the various 
classes o.f machine equipme-nt will be of ma ter1al assistance 
in determining content for a machine training program for 
Oklahoma City public high schools. Such a comparison will 
now be presented. 
Adding-Li&tiM .Machines. Adding-listing machines are 
used most frequently for: 
l. adding liat.s of figures that should be cheeked back; 
2. general utility:, consisting mostly of short additions 
:tor which an accurate total is wanted, especially 
where workers ·are not trained to use other kinds of 
equipment; 
3. wide-carriage machines for writing pay-roll and check 
registers and similar work; 
4. dual-register machines to accumulate totals of 
parallel items. 
Posting Machines. Posting machines are used more fre-
quently than other equipment for making entries on stub-ledger 
bills and stubs and for simul ta.neous wr1 ting o.f payroll checks 
and payroll sheet. They are alao used for posting subsidiary 
ledgers, but in somewhat less numbers than billing-bookkeep-
ing machines. 
Billing-Bookkeeping Machines. Billing-bookkeeping machines 
are used more frequently than other types of equipment for: 
l. posting .aubsidi.ary ledgers 
2. posting appropriations ledgers. 
Getting out customers• statements constitutes a frequent use 
for this class of equipment. This is often done as the ledger 
1a posted by use of collated forms. However, some users do not 
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use collated forms but get out the statements at the end of 
the month as a summary of purchases and payments f'or the month. 
Invoicing, S5)met1mes called billing, is done to some extent by 
wholesalers on this class of equipment. 
Key-Drive Calculators. Key-drive calculators are applied 
to a wider variety o.f uses than any other class or machine 
equipment. Important uses or key-drive ma.chines include: 
l. calculating and proving invoices, involving addition, 
multiplication • . and accumulation ac.ro·ss a fixed 
decimal point. 
2. distributions, whether of costs or incomes, involving 
mult1pl1eat10-n by rates of per cent for making dis-
tributions and addition to a square total for proof' .. 
3. figuring inventories, nmltiplying units by price and 
adding with .aceumulative proof .• 
4. riguring payrolls, involving multiplication of rates 
by hours, subtracting deductions., adding :for total., 
and square total proof. 
5. balancing general ledgers, consisting mostly of 
addition. 
6. making audits, involving mostly multiplication and 
addition. 
Numerous other special uses a.re made of this class of machine 
equipment but most such uses are shared with other classes or 
machines. 
Crank-Drive Caleulators. Crank-drive machines seem to be 
most frequently used for: 
1. calculating rates of per cent 
2 • .figuring chain discounts 
3. analysis of earnings by yield in processing, especial-
ly in the grain business. 
4. making tax applications, used generally in statistical 
studies. 
OverlappiA.B uses. The same kind of :figure work is often 
done by different firms on key-drive and crank-drive machines. 
Figuring rates of per cent., making cost distributions., and 
cost analyses are types of work that are done on both the 
key- and crank-drive calculators. 
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Posting machines and bookkeeping-billing maeh1nes both 
are used to post subsidiary ledgers,. Posting machines are 
also used to some extent to write customers' statem-ents.,, es-
pecially where front-feed posting ms.chines are used. 
Key-drive calculators. in conjunction with typewriters 
overlap the use of bookkeeping-bi111ng machines for invoice 
writing and calculating. 
Adding-listing me.chines are often used on jobs involving 
square totals which are also f'requently ealculated by key-
drive calculators. Among these jobs are figuring payrolls. 
proving journal pages and totaling and balancing ledgers. 
The preceding chapters have shown the extent and kind of 
use made of f'iguring machines .. The next chapter is devoted 
to the development of a course of study which is reconnnended 
for us-e in Oklahoma City public high schools as a means of 
training boys and girls to do the kind of figuring machine work 
which they will be expected to do when they leave school and 
find emplo-yment. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE COURSE OF STUDY 
Factors to Consider 
~ .2f.. training ~ 12!, offered. In preceding chapters 
evidence has been presented whieh indicates that ·a market 
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exists 1n Oklahoma Oity for three distinct kinds of :figuring 
machine skills . They are: expert skill on the key-drive cal-
culat.or ., ability to use the adding- 1Lst1ng machine effectively, 
and basic skill in operating all classes of .figuring machines,. 
The problem of devising a course of study to develop the vari-
ous skills raises a. number of important questions . In this 
connection., Ka.tenka:mp, writing in the May 1937 issue of the 
National Business Education Quarterly, says ., 
Among the important pr·oblems a.rising from the intro-
duction of of.floe ms.chines into the commercial curricu-
lum are the selection of the content of the course of 
study and the determination of the degree to which skill 
thereon should be developed. 
•. • • .. • The oi'fice machines course in nei the; 
uconsumer knowledge" nor "personal use education .. " 
In other words , the problem is .first one of d.eciding whether 
the three kinds of a.kills mentioned above ar& to be developed., 
or only one or two . If not all three , then what skill is to 
be omitted and to what extent shall the ones included be de-
veloped . These question-a must be answered on some other basis 
than market for skills .for the market exists for all three . 
7 Katenkamp , c. H. "The Content and Standards of Achievement . 
for Co.leulatLng Machine Training, " National Business Educa-
~ Quarterly, May 193'7, p 23 
Some consideration mtlst be given to the .factors which 
will influence the type of training to be o.f.fered not connect-
ed with the market for the trained opera.tor. Among these 
factors are: the amount o.f equipment that may be made avail-
able; the amount of time that may be devoted to the training 
program; and the means o:f selecting pupils .for training, es-
pecially if' expert skill is to be an objective. 
If expert skill on the key-drive calculator is to be de-
veloped, the selection of' pupils is o:f great imports.nee. The 
Comptometer School frequently re.fuses to train applicants be-
cause, in the judgment of the school manager, it would be 
di:f"ficult or impossible to place them after they were trained. 
Ths.t school is also forced to eliminate some pupils a.fter a 
few days work when it becomes apparent that the pupils lack 
aptitude for the work. Their attempts at prognosis of success 
through f'ormal tests prior to enrollment have not proved to 
be 1m1ch help because the tests are not very reliable. 
The matter of available equipment eliminates further con-
sideration of' offering a training program to develop expert 
skill on the key-drive calculator. Neither of the two hig."1. 
s.chools in Oklahoma. City offering machine training have su:ff1-
cient key-drive equipment to set up a successful training pro-
gr.am on the expert level. Ee.ch school has four key-drive 
me.chines, and to devote these to training pupils as expert 
operator.a would prevent the machines being used to teach basic 
operating skills to a much larger group. Inasmuch as there is 
need for key-drive training on the be.sic skill level, the 
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concentration of available machines on an attempt to train 
expert operators cannot be justified. 
The operation of adding-listing machines, at least on the 
understanding level, can and should be taught in the se,cond 
semester of bookkeeping and continued in all advanced courses. 
It is clear that for the present the public high schools 
in Oklahoma. City must confine their training efforts to a gen-
eral course. Since a market has been shown to exist for work-
ers with be.sic machine operating skills, such a program will 
be highly ef:fecti ve in meeting the needs of the pupils. i.f the 
content 1s such that proper kinds of skills are developed. The 
figure work done in the business eonnnunity should .furnish the 
materials for the training program. Barnhart says, 
Schools which teach the office machine course in 
order to acquire skill, shall also emphasize the func-
tions of these me.chines 1n the complete business 
pieture.8 
The amount of machine equipment found in use in Oklahoma 
City indicates that all classes of figuring machine equipment 
should be included in the training program. The precise skills 
used in actual emplo:vment situations as reviewed in Chapter III 
are used for the skill development program which follows. 
Place .2!. ~ Training Program ,!!! the Curriculum. Work 
in the commercial departments of the public high schools of 
Oklahoma City is divided into three eurriculUnts. These a.re: 
1. The stenograph1e curriculum, emphasizing shorthand, 
transeription, and some use of voice-writing equipment; 
8 Barnhart, Wilbur S. "Offie·e. Ma.chines and Business Education, 11 
National Business Education Quarterly, May 1938, p 44 
2. The bookkeeping curriculum, requiring four semesters of' 
bookkeeping, two semesters of commercial arithmetic and 
machine bookkeeping; 
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3 . The retailing curriculum, requiring two semesters of 
cooperative retail selling and a series of related subjects . 
On the basis of evidence presented in Chapters II and III 
it appears that figuring machine operators are a part of the 
accounting department personnel of the firms employing them .. 
It was noted in Chapter II that a number of employers preferred 
applicants with an understanding of accounting principles and 
well grounded in arithmetic . 
It is evident .from the above that the figuring machine 
training program belongs in the bookkeeping curriculum and a 
place for it is already established in the machine bookkeeping 
course now required of bookkeeping majors . 
Duration of the Training Progr~. The drill necessary 
to develop machine skills requires longer sustained effort 
than time will ai'.ford in the ordinary class recitation period. 
This is due in part to the time necessary to be spent in get-
-
ting out materials and setting up machines at the beginning 
of the period and putting materials away at the end. Steele9 
recommended a class period for machine training of' two hours 
in succession. A period of that length allows ample time for 
effective work between the time work may beg in and the time it 
is necessary to put materials away at the close o.f the period. 
A two-hour period each day .five days a week for eighteen 
weeks totals 180 hours of class recitation. However , some 
9 Steele , Annabel x. Op . Cit . p . 64 
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losse,s mu.st be e.x.peeted .from holidays, assemblies., ete. Only 
about 1175 hours may be eona1dered as. .available for actual ln-
atruetion in an eighteen ... W&ek s~est-er. This 1s s'U..f.f1e1ent 
time to develop baaie skills of kinds most frequently used in 
business o.ff'ieea in Oklahoma. City .. For that reason, 'the course 
ot study is p1anned for one semester o:f eighteen weeks. 
Grade :t>laeemeat. The figuring macllin·es training course 
should b$ the final semester of the training program. That is, 
the pupil $houl4 .not enroll for the machine.a training course 
until his last amne8ter. It ls a well kno4'-n f1.uit that there 
is a very rapid loss of skill of any kind during a p-eriod or 
disuse. If the time between the figuring ma.cl11ne training 
oour,ae and initial empl.oj'laent can be kept at a minimum there 
will be less e..f!'ort necea&&:r'y to revive the skills actually 
employed on the first job. 
Relatiop !£ Other Colll'S$8 in the Q~Jf1elll.um. lfo,t only is 
it the aim of this course to develop certain baaie sk~lls which 
. 
have be,en shown to be uaed by o.:friee workers in Oklahoma City• 
but the development o:f those skills is b!"ought about through 
the introd:u:ct1on of mater·1als wh1.ch w111 suppl.em&nt tlut in-
atruetiomu. materials or the bookkeeping courses in such a we:y 
that the pupil can get a clearer picture o!' how bookkeeping 
pr1ne1ples are employed 1n business o:ff1oe,s in Oklahoma C1ty. 
PlMs )?z, which Figu;r1llg llaeh1ne ! raip1;ng maz ~ T!B£8t. 
Three basic plans have been devj.sed by which figuring machine 
train~ may be taught. 1rhese are: 
1. The battery plan, a large number of units of the smne 
kind a.re provided and the entire group takes instruction 
on the same kind of equipment at the same time. 
2. The rotation plan, only one or two units of each kind of 
equipment are provided and pupils move from machine to 
machine as they complete the required work. 
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3. The integrated labora.tory project method, a model office 
is set up and all work taught as a part of office routine. 
A fourth plan is a composit of the battery and rotation 
plans. It has been adopted by many moderate-sized high schools. 
The instructional effort is more effective in the combination 
plan · than in the simple rotation, but the disadvan.tage of the 
division of the instructor's attention is partially retained. 
The battery plan has the advantage that the teacher 1 s .ef'-
forts are not divided between a number of very different kinds 
of work. It is also most eff'icient where skill on the expert 
level is to be developed. The one great disadvantage is that 
where a small group only is to be trained a large amount of 
equipment is standing idle while pupils a.re working on a dif-
ferent kind. The outlay for equipment to teaeh a s.ingle group 
is prohibitive. 
The rotation plan has the advantage that it is possible 
to train a small group without an excessive outlay for machines. 
Its greatest disadvantage is that is impossible for the teach-
er to help more than one pupil at a time and other pupils must 
sit idle while waiting for help. Another difficulty is that 
very little flexibility of time pupils are on each machine is 
pGssilbe. If only one unit of each machine is available the 
entire group nrus:t change at the same time or the time for two 
:machines nru.st be the srune as for a single other in order to 
make it possible to shift pupils about without leaving the 
machines idle. 
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The integrated laboratory project method of teaching of-. 
.fice practice is not efficient for teaching .basic skills on 
figuring machines because not enough different kinds of busi-
nesses can be represented in the semester to get a wide cover-
age of uses . Also the complicated office organization neces-
sary to give some kinds of training would be more difficult 
to set up and keep operating than the advantage that would be 
gained by the pupil from having worked in the office organiz-a-
tion would merit . 
A combination of battery and rotation plans where five or 
six units of eaeh kind of equipment are available makes the 
best arrangement for schools the s1Z-e of' the major high schools 
in Oklahoma City when attempting to develop only basic skills. 
It affords ample time on each class.of equipment to develop 
the desired degree of skill and makes the most ef'f'ecti V·e use 
o:f the machine investment by keeping all equipment in use all 
the time. 
General Objective 
The development of proper objectives for a course of 
study is as important as the selection of content, for indeed, 
content may mean little or nothing without it contributes to 
the development of needed skills.. Learning activities nrust be 
set up which will make possible the attainment of objectives. 
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There is considerable evidence that high degrees of skill 
are not needed by most beginning \Yorkers. Stern says, 
It is a fact that most concerns insist upon machine 
training in their own kind of work. Much of the in-
tensive training received in the classroom is, therefore, 
unnecessary, but the proper foundation for such training 
is vital for success and promotion. 
From the evidence whieh has been presented the general objec-
tive of this course of study may be stated as .follows: 
It is the aim of this course of study to develop a degree 
of skill in each of the frequent uses made of figuring machines 
in Oklahoma City (insofar aa those uses do not involve expert 
skill) which will reduce or eliminate aukwardness in handling 
materials, and reduce wasteful hand motions that result from 
indecision in the operation of the machines themselves. 
Specific objectives will be listed for each machine as 
it is taken up in the course of study. These objectives are 
ba.sed on the most frequent uses made of the machines in busi-
ness houses in Oklahoma City. 
Content 
Full-keyboard adding-listing machines 
Objectives: 
1. To develop the habit of using the whole hand in 
keyboard operation and to eliminate the tendency 
to use only the index finger. 
2. 'l'o teach pupils to handle the materials commonly 
associated with the general utility uses of the 
adding-listing machine. 
10 Stern., Albert "To What Extent Should Business Machines 
Be Taught?,• Business Education World, November 1938, p 238 
?ta teri.ala: 
Instructional mater1ala supplied by various adding 
machine manufacturers. 
Groups of eheeka and other small tickets. 
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Columnar journals and reports with handwritten figures. 
Miscellaneous text books. 
Learning procedures: 
1. Pupil 1s to work on instructional materials arranged 
to a1mpl1t'y le.arning to finger the keyboard properly 
until common t'igure combinations ean be depressed 
without hesitation. Pupil will also learn to oper-
ate motor. bar or crank with a minimum of' hand motion. 
2. Pupil will add checks or other tickets until he can 
maintain a steady rate of operation without fumbling 
media. 
3. Pupil will add from columnar journals or reports until 
he learns to keep his place on the eopy and to write 
.figures into the keyboard accurately. 
4. Pupil will multiply until -thoroughly familiar with 
the process of multiplying on the adding-listing 
machine. 
!!!!-Key adding-listing machines 
Objectives: 
1. To develop touch operation at a slow rate without 
hesitation. 
2. To teach applications of the machine that are commonly 
ass.oeiated with general utility uses. 
Materials: 
Instructional materials furnished by manufacturers of 
ten-key adding-listing ma.chines. 
Sets of loose media such as checks, tickets, or stubs. 
Columnar reports to be cheeked and proved. 
various text books. 
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Learning procedures: 
l, Pupil will add columns of figures arranged to facil-
itate learning touch operation until he no longer 
hesitates in making correct key reaches. 
2. Pupil will add from loose media until he is able to 
handle the media and operate the keyboard without . 
fumbling, 
3. Pupil will add eolumnar reports and columnar journals 
until he is able to copy figures accurately without 
looking up from tbe copy; work to be proved by 
square total,, 
4, Pupil will multiply until he understands multiplica-
tion by successive addition and changing columns by 
adding ciphers, 
Full-keyboard po•t1ng machines 
Objectives: 
1. To teach the efficient handling of ledger sheets, 
offsetting active accounts, and handling posting 
media. 
2. To develop dexterity in fingering the keyboard. 
3,i To teach the principles of machine posting. 
Materials: 
A short set of posting media for preliminary training. 
Longer sets of media for advanced training, consisting of: 
(a) accounts receivable and payable for a retail 
store; 
(b} accounts receivable for a wholesale house. 
Ledger sheets and trays,. 
Learning procedures: 
1. Pupil will become acquainted with the handling of 
l.edger sheets and posting media in the preliminary 
set. Controlling account proof will be used be-
cause it is the simplest method o.f proof to learn. 
2. Either longer set will be used to improve the pupil's 
ability to handle media and materials,. Different 
methods of proof will also be taken up. 
!!!!-key posting machines 
Objectives: 
'l'o teach posting by touch operation of the ten-key 
keyboard. 
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'l'o teach collation and simultaneous printing of customer's 
statement and ledger sheet. 
To teach various methods of proof. 
Materials: 
Collated ledger sheet, and statements. 
Posting media for two auqicesslve billing periods made 
up of accounts receivable for a retail store. 
Trays for ledger sheets. 
Learning procedures: 
l. Pupil will learn to set up ledgers and the method of 
posting in the work of the first billing period. 
Various methods of proof will be introduced aa the 
pupil is ready for them. 
2. Pupil will learn to combine new statement sheets with 
old ledger •heets during aeeond billing period. 
Additional methods of proof will be presented as 
pupil becomes more familiar with the work. 
Billing-bookkeeping machines 
Objectives: 
To teach billing on the billing-bookkeeping machine. 
Tot.each posting with typewritten explanations. 
To teach posting with full collated form applications. 
To teach posting of appropriations ledgers to those 
pupils interested in working out the municipal set. 
Materials: 
Invoice blanks and several sets of purchase orders 
for billing problems. 
Sets of collated forms and ledger sheet trays. 
Materials , continued: 
Appropriation ledger sheets and journal proof sheets 
for use with municipal set. 
Seta of: 
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(a) media for department store accounts receivable 
and accounts payable. 
(b) media for wholeaal·e accounts receivable. 
(e) media for a municipal set. 
Learning p ·ocedure.s: 
1. Pupil will c-omplete one short and one l.ong billing 
problem .• 
2. Pupil will complete one of the three practice sets 
with the option of working one additional set. More 
work will be required of pupils not able to do 
accurate work by the end of the first set. 
3. Pupil chooiing municipal set will do work covering 
complete fiscal period on regular appropriations and 
on special authorizations. 
Key-drive calculators 
Objectives: 
1. To teach the fundamentals of addition, multiplication, 
subtraction, and division . 
2. To teach the method of proving invoices by accumula-
tion across a fixed decimal point. 
3. To teach the method of proving distributions by 
aqua.re totals. 
4. To teach method of figuring rates of per cent. 
Materials: 
Various text books. 
Sets of invoices to be calculated and proved. 
Distribution sheets. 
Answer sheets. 
Learning procedures: 
1. Pupil will work on addition until he can choose col-
umn by touch on at least three-column figures. 
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Learning procedures, continued: 
1. Practice will emphasize steady rhythm. Multiplica-
tion will be introduced during the first few hours 
of' praetiee and multiplication drilla used to break 
the monotony of addition practice. 
2. Pupil will work on subtraction until thoroughly 
ram111ar w1 th the proce.sa. No def1n1 te speed will 
be required. 
3. Timed drills will be given occasionally over all 
operations studied to encourage pupil to improve 
his techn1q,g.ea. 
4. Division will be introduced with problems not involv-
ing index diala. As soon as pupil becomes familiar 
with the process problems involving index dial.a will 
be introduced. Piv:!.aion will be 1mmed1a.tely applied 
to calculating ratee or per cent. 
5. Pupil will prove invoices by cheeking individual ex-· 
tensions, adding net amounts, then a.ccumul.ating 
across .a fixed decimal for proof of other calcula-
tions. Practice 1a to continue until pupil can 
perform all operations without hesitation. 
6. Pupil will make distributions in given ratios and 
prove the aheets until he is able to peri'orm all 
operationa without any kind of assistance. 
Crank-drive ealcul.e.tors 
Objectives: 
1. To tea.eh the fundamentals of addition, multiplication, 
subtraction, and division. 
2. To teach calculation across a fixed decimal point. 
3. To teach the ealeul.ation of rates of per cent., 
4. To teach deduetion of successive discounts. 
Materials: 
Various text books. 
Sets of invoices with succeasive discount items. 
Answer sheets for recording answers. 
Sets of financial statements on which ratios are to be 
calculated. 
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Learning procedures: 
1. Pupil will add and subtract until he 1s familiar with 
the ba.sic operation of the machine. 
2. Pupil will do simple multiplication until he is able 
to make carriage shifts correctly and time the 
depression of motor bars accurately. Short-cut multi-
plication will be introdueed as quickly ae pupil is 
familiar with simple multiplication. As soon aa 
the .fundamentals of multiplication are learned all 
work will be done across a .fixed decimal point. 
3 .. Pupil will learnddivision across a fixed decimal 
point; as soon aa the process is learned it will be 
applied to calculating rates of per cent. 
4. Pupil will learn to dedu-ct 1Success1ve dia.eounts by 
subtractive multiplieat1on. Practiee will be con-
tinued until pupil can aet up problems and calculate 
the answers without having to stop and think out 
each step. 
Testing 
Adding-listing maehine work will be teated by checking 
the production rate during one of the last hours the pupil 
works on the machine. This will be done without announcing 
that a check is being made. 
A a1m1lar procedure will be followed in checking the 
effectiveness of posting machine and billing-bookkeeping 
machine training. The number of. entries made in an hour and 
the time necessary to complete a given block of work will be 
checked. The pupil is not to know a check is being made. 
The testing program for the key- and crank-drive calcu-
lators will be taken from the ti.med review drills interspersed 
through the days the pupil works on each machine. The pupil 
will be told that some of the drills are to be checked for 
rate, but not which ones. 
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The objectives as set forth do not call for any particu-
lar degree of skill. For that reason the tests will be rated 
relative until such a time as better criteria are available 
for specific rates of performance. The market this training 
is directed to is not accustomed to trained operators so that 
experience will be necessary to build up rates of' perf'ormanee 
a.ganst which testing programs ma.y be cheeked. Such informa-
tion will have to come through follow-up studies which implies 
that placement must follow training. 
Grading 
The basis for grades will be the points earned in the 
operation of the machines . Each block of work will have to 
be rated on the basis of machine operations involved. 
Grades will be calculated for each di:fi'erent class of 
machine equipment in order to avoid the di:fficult problem of' 
weighting ma.chine operations on the various machines on a 
common scale. 
Test grade.swill be comparative and weighted one-fourth 
in arriving at the pupil's grade on a particular machine. 
Extra time spent after school and during vacant periods 
will increase the pupil's grade by increasing the number of 
points he earns on the particular piece of equipment he works 
on during the spare time. 
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APPENDIX 
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TABLE I 
Status of Commercial B~e in Oklahoma City 
at Cloae of ~einess June 3Q~ 1918 
Surplus 
BAN1C Capital Loans and Depoeits and Cash from Bonda and 
Diaoounta !Toti ta Banks Stooka 
With reaervea or other 
- baiiki -
City National Bank and 
Truet Co. 200.000 l.669.020 5» 973.972 288,8'•5 2,267.;650 2.341. 702 
Fidelity National Bank 450.000 98?. 819 7,027.321 307,474 2.,419,-345 3,346,129 
Fi.rat National Bank and Trust co. 5,000,000 16,700,000 63,201,000 3,424,000 22,631.000 21,631,000 
Liberty National Bank 1.,200,000 e.862.300 20.099,727 969.289 9.;949.;828 6,085,112 
Tradesmens National Bank 500,000 49l,2tl 16,120,988 317,498 10.;487,898 6, 699.530 
Total wi't:n ~••ms• ox· 
other Bank• 7.,350,000 26.,706.,380 102,422.,961 6.;!02,106 48.765.,721 38,103.4'73 
Without reserve• of other 
banka -
Oklahoma National Bank 100.000 340.976 1,413,523 48,632 609.;8'16 683,418 
Stook Yarde National Bank 50,000 296,697 1.032.560 · 26.974 667;8$5 254,824 
Total without reserve, of 
other· banka . , u,0.000 63f,672 2.,446,08$ 76,606 1,167;710 838..,242 
GWD TOTAL '1 •. soo.ooo . 27, 543.062 104.~69.046 . &.S77.712 49.923.4:31 SS.941. 715 
NO'fla this table 1hould be read as follow,, The City Mational Bank and Tru1t Co. is oapitali1ed at 
$ 200,000., held note, and other OOlllneroial paper in the amount of I 1,669,020, had total depoaita 
ot t 6,973,972, had t 283,846 in the aurplua aocount, eto. 
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